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Abstract—Even though scheduling in a distributed system
was debated for many years, the platforms and the job types
are changing everyday. This is why we need special algorithms
based on new applications requirements, especially when a
application is deployed in a Cloud environment. One of the
most important framework used for large-scale data processing in
Clouds is Hadoop and its extensions. Hadoop framework comes
with default algorithms like FIFO, Fair Scheduler or Capacity
Scheduler, and Hadoop on Demand. These scheduling algorithms
are focused on a different and single constraint. It is hard to
satisfy multiple constraints and to have a lot of objectives in
the same time. After summarizing the most common schedulers,
showing the need of each one in the moment it appeared on
the market, this paper presents MOMC, a multi-objective and
multi-constrained scheduling algorithm of many tasks in Hadoop.
MOMC implementation focuses on two objectives: avoiding
resource contention and having an optimal workload of the
cluster, and two constraints: deadline and budget. To compare the
algorithms based on different metrics, we use Scheduling Load
Simulator, which is integrated in Hadoop framework and helps
the developers to spend less time on testing. As killer application
that generate many tasks we have chosen processing task for the
Million Song Dataset, which is a set of data contains metadata
for one million commercially-available songs.

Keywords—Task Scheduling, Hadoop, Map Reduce, Big Data,
Cloud Computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays every enterprise information system, such as
in intelligent decision support, business analytics, knowledge
discovery, cloud storage, distributed computing, etc. is working
with a huge amount of data. Since the time and the hardware
are two valuable resources, it is very important to schedule
the data processing very effective. This is way the algorithms
behind the scheduler are an important topic for parallel and
distributed system [1].

Hadoop is one of the most known system used to process
huge amount of data, an environment that offers distributed
high-performance processing of data. The framework is an
open source project and it became very big because many
companies have contributed to it. Since every company collects
different kind of data and processes it in a different way, every
one has to implement its own scheduler. The most known
methods for scheduling in Hadoop are: FIFO scheduler, Fair
scheduler and Capacity scheduler [2], [3].

Besides these well known algorithms, there are other sched-
ulers with different features: scheduling to meet deadline [4],
the total budget, data dependencies, computational dependency,
etc. [5]. Our goal is that, based on the existing methods to

schedule, to implement a new algorithm which should take
into account multiple constraints, set by the user. Also, it
should focus on different objectives of scheduling (budget
cuts, minimizing total execution time, load balancing of nodes,
energy efficiency) [6] [7].

Deploying a scheduling algorithm in a real Hadoop cluster
means to analyze a lot of information and it is really hard
to obtain the big picture. This is why a simulator was im-
plemented as part of Hadoop framework. This simulator takes
the workload from the jobs history and shows in real time
various graphics based on different metrics. So, the evaluation
of MOMC algorithm presented in this paper focuses on SLS
(Scheduling Load Simulator) [8], [9]. The scheduling solutions
already implemented are used to compare the results.

The killer application chosen to evaluate MOMC algorithm
parses the million song Dataset and obtains various results and
statistics. The Million Song Dataset [10] contains metadata for
one million commercially-available songs.

The rest of the paper is structured as follow. The second
section presents the existing schedulers in Hadoop: FIFO,
Fair Scheduler, Capacity Scheduler and HOD Scheduler and
take a short overview on existing solution for multi-objective
and/or multi-constrains scheduling. The next section presents
details of our new algorithm, MOMC: the purpose, pseudocode
of some parts of it and the mathematical formulas. MOMC
algorithm is based on two objectives: avoiding resource con-
tention and having an optimal workload of the cluster,and two
constraints: deadline and budget. In section six, we present the
experimental results, based on various metrics. One subsection
presents the workload and how to get the jobs history from
Hadoop; the other section shows multiple graphics with the
comparisons between our own algorithm, FIFO and Fair algo-
rithm. The paper ends with further directions and conclusions.

II. SCHEDULING IN HADOOP. RELATED WORK

Hadoop is a reliable and scalable system from one to many
servers, each of them having local storage and computation.
Hadoop offers the big advantage of a distributed system: high
availability, because each failure is detected and handled at the
application layer. Hadoop is used for various purposes which
need high performance processing of data: Facebook tasks
execution with Corona, human genome decoding, e-science
simulations, etc.

A long period of time, Hadoop had just one scheduler, used
by the JobTracker node. This was enough for that moment,
but later on it revealed to be inflexible for different constrains.
The next step was to implement an independent and pluggable



scheduler. The big advantage of this new component was that
it allows implementing a new algorithm for the scheduler that
can be easily used in practice. In this case, the right algorithm
can be used to optimize the jobs. We will take a short overview
of exiting scheduling methods in Hadoop to highlight the main
constraints and optimization objectives considered.

FiFO scheduler is the method implemented inside the
JobTracker, before creating the pluggable scheduler. It uses a
queue with jobs, so the oldest task is assign first to a slave. It
has a simple implementation, but it does not take into account
any other constraint.

Fair scheduler, developed by Facebook, the main idea of
this type of scheduler is to give to each job equal resources.
It is called ”fair” because it helps the small tasks to run in the
same time with another job that occupies more the CPU. The
advantage for this scheduler is that the all system has greater
responsiveness to the variety of job types submitted. In the
background, a set of pools is created and each of them has
a set of shared resources. This helps to balance the resources
across the jobs that will be plan by the scheduler. This method
of scheduling permits to modify the configuration, to set how
the sharing between the pools is done. Another constrained
implemented by this type of scheduler is the number of jobs,
because in case there are too many jobs, it is possible to have
congestion, which will aggravate the computation. Users will
receive the same amount of resources, because each one has
its individual pool. This assures the fairness for the system,
because each job will be independent. If the system is not
used, users will share the amount of resources which are free,
splitting the resources.

Capacity scheduler, developed by Yahoo, capacity sched-
uler has some features of the fair scheduler, but it has some
distinct characteristics. In the next words, we will expose
the features of capacity scheduler, in comparison with fair
scheduler. It was designed for big clusters, with many servers,
with various usages. Unlike fair scheduler which uses pools,
capacity scheduler uses queues. Each queue can have a differ-
ent number of tasks (map or reduce tasks) and this number can
be set in the configuration files. Also, a queue has a guaranteed
capacity. Like fair scheduler, if the resources are not used
by a queue, those are split to the ones that need them. The
improvement for this method of scheduling was the possibility
to set priorities for the jobs inside the queue. If a job has a
higher priority, this means that it will get first the resources. To
prioritize even better, they can use the preemption: stop the low
priority tasks to let those with high priority to run. This feature
is not implemented yet. Each queue can be administrated by
a person or organization. Because of this, it needs a system to
grant different types of access. Capacity scheduler permits to
modify if the user can submit jobs, view or modify them.

HOD Scheduler is an easy to use tool, which allows to
easy setup and use Hadoop. MapReduce and HDFS are totally
independent for a cluster of nodes. In general it is used to
share the physical cluster to deploy their Hadoop versions. To
allocate a node, it uses Torque resource manager [15], and on
each node two daemons are started: Hadoop MapReduce and
HDFS [16].

YARN or MRv2 (MapReduce 2.0) comes with a big
improvement because it splits in different components the
Hadoop job tracker, the resource manager and the functionality
used to schedule the jobs [11].

New extensions are oriented on optimizations to the
MapReduce job and task execution mechanisms [12]: opti-
mization of setup and cleanup tasks to reduce the time cost
during the initialization and termination stages of the job; and
an instant messaging communication mechanism for acceler-
ating performance-sensitive task scheduling and execution.

III. MOMC SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

The focus of this paper is on an algorithm that could satisfy
both constraints and objectives. Since we wanted to obtain a
scheduler for Hadoop, we did not take into account how the
data is transferred from outside. We considered that the input
is already placed in HDFS.

We consider the most important objectives for such an
environment and our conclusion was that we need to satisfy
the following two: avoiding resource contention and having
an optimal workload of the cluster. Regarding the constraints,
these can vary, but since time and money are the most
important factors, we finally considered deadline and budget.
The difference between the constraints and the objectives is
that the first are focused on the framework internals, but the
second should be set by the user.

A. Constraints
An issue usually met for a scheduler is the heterogeneity.

It is hard to take into account the differences between the tasks
or resources. In order to avoid to prevent the conflicts between
the resources, we tried to obtain as many information for each
job, like CPU, IO or memory.

Regarding the heterogeneity, in our scheduling algorithm
we have tried to satisfy this, by finding to every step, the best
match between the job and the resource. But the best advantage
is that we wanted to have the big picture of the all cluster,
finding the best fit between the all jobs that need to run at a
certain moment and the available resources.

B. Objectives
The objectives are more related to what the user wants to

obtain. In this way, the user should specify the values for the
deadline and the budget in the scheduler configuration file. If
those are not specified, the default values will be used. Also,
the information about map and reduce tasks is needed, as well
as information about the nodes. We need to know CPU, IO
and memory, and those should be specified in the configuration
files.

C. The MOMC Model
Let consider a job J that should run on a Hadoop cluster.

Each job J has a known number of map tasks and reduce tasks,
tm, respectively tr. For each job, we know from the beginning
the exact amount of data that should be processed. We will call
this map input, I , because the data processed by reducers is
not known. We can approximate it using the previous jobs. We
will call r the ratio that filter the amount of input data.

Each job has an arrival time, A and other two identifiers to
deal with constraints: D and B. So, each job can be identified
as a tuple of (A, I,D,B). Each job J has a specific number
of slots assigned, some of them for maps sm and others for
reducers sr. To better get the big picture of all the cluster we
proposed the algorithm at 1.



D. The MOMC Algorithm
The proposed MOMC algorithm follow the best usage jobs-

resources strategy. Algorithm 1 presents the main steps of
MOMC.

Algorithm 1 MOMC Algorithm
for workernode in workernodes do

maxService←Workernode.service
for assignedJob in workernode.assignedjobs do
newAssignedJobs←Workernode.assignedJobs−
assignedjob
for job in jobqueue do

newAssignedJobs← newAssignedJobs+ job
if service(newAssignedJobs) > maxService
then
maxService← newAssignedJobs

end if
end for

end for
Workernode.assignedJobs← newAssignedJobs

end for

The service function should return if there are enough
mappers and enough reducers in order to finish the job in the
specified budget and until the deadline ends. To simplify, we
agreed to return 0 or 1 (0 when the resource is not good for
the job, 1 when everything is OK). The Algorithm 1 verifies
each assignment between jobs and resources, and then will tell
which assignment is better by the sum of each service result.

To compute the service, we need to find out if sm and
sr can be provided by a specific resource. For this, we define
timeCostm and timeCostr as the time cost to process the
amount of data by mappers, respectively by reducers. Also,
we define budgetCostm and budgetCostr, the budget cost
to process the amount of data by mappers, respectively by
reducers. Besides those costs, we need to take into account
the cost paid when the data is not on the node where the
reducers will run. So, we should define the time cost for data,
timeCostd, and budget cost for data, budgetCostd. Let us
consider startm and startr, the start time for the mappers,
respectively for the reducers. To compute the number of map
slots needed by the job J , we need to know the maximum
value of startr, startmax

r .
These are the formulas used to compute smin

m and smin
r ,

the minimum number of map slots, respectively of reduce slots
needed to finish the computation of job J , based on time.

smin
m =

timeCostm
startmax

r − startm
(1)

smin
r =

rtimeCostr
A+D − rtimeCostd − startr

(2)

Based on the time processing cost, we can conclude that
the budget is the multiplication between time and resources.
If the user budget is less that what a specific resource can
provide, the service will be 1.

E. Scheduler Implementation in Hadoop
Since JobTracker is an independent component, it is not so

hard to implement a new algorithm in Hadoop. The scheduler

class should extend TaskScheduler, along with the properties
and the methods). When the implementation is done, the
scheduler needs to be plug-in. In the configuration files of
MapReduce there is a variable that indicates the used algo-
rithm. By default, it uses the Fair Scheduler, but when you
want to use your own implementation, you just have to modify
the configuration.

IV. MILLION SONG DATASET APPLICATION FOR HADOOP

In order to test each Hadoop scheduling algorithm and the
new one (MOMC), we need a killer application written for
Hadoop. The application should analyze a big amount of data,
so we have chosen the Million Song Dataset [10], [17]. This
set of data contains metadata for one million commercially-
available songs.

Based on the information provided by the million song
dataset, we implemented various tasks that analyze it, in order
to obtain statistical information. We inspected the MSD using
Hadoop and we done the following tasks: get the evolution of
the loudness war (average loudness as a function of the year),
the same task for tempo, sort the genres by the number of
song in the dataset, by the average loudness, by the average
tempo. Another task was to show the evolution of the relevant
characteristics side-by-side for major and minor keys. Minor
keys have traditionally been reserved for songs which seek to
convey sadness or melancholy. As such, we can reasonably
expect minor keys to be correlated with low tempos and
reduced loudness.

The application is written using Hadoop MapReduce
framework and it is implemented in Java, like the framework.
We will shortly explain what is happening with the job when it
runs in the background. MapReduce, as the name says, has two
important types of tasks: map and reduce. The data received
from input is divided in chunks, so a map task receives just
one part of the entire data. Many map tasks run in parallel.
The output from all the map tasks is sorted and redirected to
reducers. The data is stored in a file system, so Hadoop uses
HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) for this part. The
scheduler is in charged to plan how the jobs are assigned to
map or reducers.

In practice, a node is in charged with computation and
storage. In this way, it is desired to schedule the task on
the node with the date it needs, in order to reduce the
traffic in the network. But for this to happen, the scheduler
needs an improved algorithm. For MSD application, we have
implemented map and reduce functions using the appropriate
interfaces.

V. SETUP AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

This section presents all the setup steps needed to develop
and then to test the Hadoop scheduler. We will start with the
configurations needed for Hadoop framework, followed by the
scheduler load simulator setup. The last section explain our
first Hadoop application; its purpose was to understand the
paradigm behind the scene, the nature of the jobs and of the
tasks.

A. Hadoop Setup
We developed the scheduler on a machine with Ubuntu

13.10, a 64 bits architecture. Based of this, we faced some
issues with some libraries and the solution was to compile



Hadoop source code on our system. Before this, you need to
instal maven, libssl-dev, cmake and protobuf v2.5.0.

B. HDFS configuration
In core-site.xml file, you should specify the value of

fs.default.name, meaning the host and the port where the
hadoop file system will run. Besides this, you have to add
the value of dfs.replication in hdfs-site.xml configuration file.

C. YARN configuration
In mapred-site.xml, there are multiple variables that should

be filled (see Figure 1)

Fig. 1. mapred-site.xml configuration file

In Figure 2 you can see the configuration needed to be
added to yarn-site.xml file.

Fig. 2. yarn-site.xml configuration file

D. SLS Setup
The simulator has its own configuration file sls-runner.xml,

which be placed in etc/hadoop directory too. In this file you
have to mention multiple variables, like the entire simulator
memory or the one for each container, the number of vCore,
and so on. You can find a sample for this file in SLS source
code. This is placed in share/hadoop/tools/sls/sample-conf/
directory.

E. Scheduling Load Simulator
When a new scheduling algorithm is implemented, it is

very hard to deploy it in real clusters. What if the developers
will have a way to just gather the output data of the cluster
jobs and then analyze them in a simulator? This is way SLS
(Scheduling Load Simulator) was designed and implemented.
Using it is easier to deploy various and different features for a
scheduler, because you can use only one machine to deploy it.

In this way, the SLS saves a lot of time and, of course money,
because the deployment of a new scheduler is cost and time
consuming.

Fig. 3. SLS architecture

Figure 3 shows the architecture of SLS. As we previously
mentioned, everything runs on a single machine. This means
that all YARN components should run on the same machine, in
the same JVM, without network component. Since one of the
main component of the Resource Manager is the Scheduler,
the major changes needed for SLS are in there. Basically, SLS
acts like a wrapper for the principal scheduler.As you can see
in the figure, the orange parts are those implmented for SLS. In
the Simulator part, SLS simulates each node manager and each
application manager. In this section, the focus was more on the
SLS architecture, but in the next section we will describe more
the input data for it.

F. Rumen
Figure 4 shows how to run the SLS. It takes as input some

rumen trace and it puts the results in a mentioned directory.
The entire path to the script that runs the simulator from the
hadoop install directory is share/hadoop/tools/sls/bin.

Fig. 4. Run SLS

When jobs are running to perform map or reduce tasks, the
all history is kept by the JobHistory daemon. But this history
is not entire in order to be shown based on the sls metrics,
so the simulator use a different input. Rumen tool is used to
transform and to append information to jobs history and the
output of it will be a json file. This json file will be further
used as input for the simulator.

There are two steps in the transformation process: Trace-
Builder and Folder. The first one is meant to process the data in
order to have a better format. The second one is used to add
aditional information based on some statistical calculations.
These two steps are performed using two command that can
be found in rumen tools directory in Hadoop framework. To
find any other information about how these commands should
be used, the parameters and the options, please visit [13].



G. SLS Metrics
The programming language used in Hadoop source code

is Java and the most used library to measure the performance
in Java is Metrics [14]. The scheduling load simulator use this
library to evaluate the results of an algorithm. In this section I
will explain the metrics used in SLS, metrics that will be used
to show the results of our own algorithm compared to most
used algorithms. The main focus of these metrics is on time
cost and how the resources are used.

The metrics are the following:
• Applications and containers: how many applications

and containers are running during the time;
• Resources: how many resources are used and how

many resources are left;
• Resources per queue: the used and left resources per

each queue;
• Time: there are multiple operations done by each

scheduler, like adding/removing/updating a node,
adding/removing and application, so the time for each
operation means a lot;

• Memory: useful to know memory the simulator used.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section shows the tests done on the new scheduling
algorithm. We compare it with other two basic algorithms:
FIFO Scheduler and Fair Scheduler. We chose to compare with
these two schedulers because they are already implemented in
the Hadoop framework, therefore it did not require additional
work. In order to use SLS, we need two input files: the json file
with the workload and the json file with the topology. The first
section will explain step by step how we get the workload of 50
applications, which describe the usage of proposed applications
by many people making during a specific period of time (2
hours).

A. The workload
In order to run the applications, you have to start all

the hadoop java processes. Before this, you should format
the namenode (this step is done just once). In order to start
distributed file system daemon you should use start-dfs.sh
script. This will start the namenode and one datanode.

We run 50 jobs on hadoop and then we used Rumen to
obtain the workload in the format needed by the simulator.
For this, we used the following command, which calls the
TraceBuilde, takes as input the history and generates the jobs
traces and the topology used. The last one is not needed
because we will create our own topology with 3 nodes.

If the name node is in safe mode and it does not let you
to do the tasks, you can use bin/hadoop dfsadmin -safemode
leave command to leave it.

B. The results
We used only one application with different input data. We

have four types of input, classified by its size: small, medium,
big and extra big.

To obtain simple results to better observe the differences
between the algorithm we tested them only with four jobs.
Each job will have different kind of input. The figures 5,
6, 7 represent the number of the applications and containers
and the JVM memory for each algorithm, FIFO, Fair and

Fig. 5. FIFO scheduler applications and memory

Fig. 6. Fair scheduler applications and memory

respectively, our own algorithm, multi-objective and multi-
constrained (MOMC).

The comparisons should be made on each column: the
column on the left shows the difference regarding the number
of applications and containers. The jobs are submitted for all
of them in the same order: job with the small input first, then



Fig. 7. Multi-objective and multi-constraint scheduler applications and
memory

medium input, big and extra big. In case of 5, the jobs are
executed in the same ordered as they are submitted. In case
of 6, the scheduler rearranges the jobs because all of them
should have access to the resource, even if one has more
input. Regarding our MOMC algorithm, the most important
conclusion is that the biggest job do not have permission to
run. This is because the input is too big, so the deadline and
the budget will exceed the expected ones.

The right column shows the amount of memory used by
the entire simulator. When a job uses more memory for map
or reduce task, the simulator memory will increase. We can
clearly see that FIFO and FAIR used more memory because
they run the job with extra big input. This is another aspect
which shows that MOMC do not run the tasks which exceeds
the deadline, the budget or both of them.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 contain similar results: in the left we
can see how much memory is allocated in the cluster and how
much is available, and in the right column we can see how
many vcores are allocated in the cluster and how many are
available. These two types of graphics are similar due to the
dependency between the memory and the vcores. Also, they
are similar with the first type of metric.

The last type of metric is very important because it presents
the time cost for each operation: allocate, node added, node
removed, node update, application added, application removed,
container expired. As you can see in Figures 11, 12 and 13,
during the tests only three operations were done: allocate, node
added and node removed. During the entire execution time, the
cost for these operations is lower in MOMC case.

Fig. 8. FIFO scheduler cluster memory/vcores

Fig. 9. Fair scheduler cluster memory/vcores

VII. CONCLUSIONS

As its name says, this paper focuses on two big items: one
is to find a multi-constrained and multi-objective algorithm
and another one is Hadoop framework. We presented a new
algorithm that tries to cover the most relevant constraints for
Hadoop (avoiding resource contention and having an optimal



Fig. 10. Multi-objective and multi-constraint scheduler cluster mem-
ory/vcores

Fig. 11. FIFO scheduler operations timecost

workload of the cluster) and relevant objectives (deadline and
budget). Based on the configuration, our new scheduler proved
to execute only the correct jobs. This kind of scheduler is
useful when you have cost and time limitations.

Another important aspect was to understand the framework:
the components, the tasks nature and how to setup it. Hadoop
have many distinct versions and the older versions are the most
used. Unfortunately, the scheduling load simulator (used to test
and to obtain results based on different metrics) was merged
in a newer version. So we had to deploy a newer one and we
had different issues on installation or configuration part.

There are many research papers on scheduling algorithms,
because this domain is very large. Also the Hadoop framework
changes, there are multiple scheduling algorithms based on the

Fig. 12. Fair scheduler operations timecost

Fig. 13. Multi-objective and multi-constraint scheduler operations timecost

needs of every set of data. Our research could have many future
directions. In this paper, we presented an algorithm based on
two constraints and on two objectives. The number of both
constraints and objectives may increase; we should find other
relevant and important topics for the jobs and the tasks of
hadoop framework.

The focus of this paper was more to find a good algorithm
for our needs and it was easier to test it using the scheduling
load simulator. But testing in a real cluster may reveal impor-
tant events, because a real cluster has different machines and
network dependency. Also, we need to implement many other
applications because we want to have various workloads.

Another important aspect are the metrics used to evaluate
the algorithm. We used the existing ones implemented for the
other basics algorithms, which help us to compare between
them. In the future, we are planning to research on this , to
find relevant metrics for our own algorithm. In this way, we
can better show the importance of having a multi-objective and
multi-constraint scheduling algorithm.
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